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Petite Paperie specializes in custom illustration. Available as high resolution digital illustration,
these drawings are perfect for save the date, invitations, menus, day of  signage, keepsake prints and more. 

Whether you’re looking to have your venue, dog, cat, horse, house, sailboat, yacht, favourite barn, historical building
(you get the point.) Petite Paperie can help you with a beautiful, heirloom drawing of  your chosen space, face or place.  

All illustrations will be custom quoted based on complexity and details – see base pricing below.
Average timeline for an illustration is 2-4 weeks, please inquire for availability.

Please submit the photograph presented exactly how, or as close to the view you would like. Submit as
many detail photos as possible  - good lighting and high resolution ensure the best quality illustration

Illustrations will be limited to 3 rounds of  edits. Edits beyond this will be charged at $25/each round

If  you require a more complex drawing that need multiple photos for reference ( if  there are no reference 
images available of  the exact view etc.) there is an additional fee of  $50 D
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SIGNATU� STY�
�NE DRAWING

SIMPLE 
Pets, a leaf, oyster shell etc.
$100 - $125 

Thick lines (Can work best for letterpress/foil) 
OR
Sketchy style – pencil style line (works best for digital print)

COMPLEX
Castle, Estate, Barn,
House, Villa etc.
$150 to $250

MAPS
$75 map set up
$100+ per venue
depending on complexity



IL�STRA�ON FOR
WEDDING P��ING

WATERCO�UR
�NE ART STY�

SIGNATURE COCKTAIL
$50/drink

PETS - $175

SIMPLE - $125
floral, shells, bouquet etc. 

COMPLEX - $225 - $275
House, villa, estate, castle etc. 

MAPS
$75 map set up fee
$125+ per venue depending on complexity

digital watercolour - digital file only

Great for wedding planners or couples who need a little help visualizing their event space. From tablescapes, to 
ceremony sites, reception spaces and more. This is a wonderful tool for planning any size event or wedding.

Each illustration is done with a light, fine art pencil style in a digital format on the iPad.  

$125- $175/illustration epending on complexity. 
Includes 2 edits
Any edits beyond 2 will  be $25/each
Add colour - $50/illustration 


